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Today

Critical theory and critical design
Critical reorientation in the design process
Moving beyond the design process
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“I’m just an engineer.”



Langdon Winner 
[1980], “Do 
Artifacts Have 
Politics?”

[Bloomberg]

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2017-07-09/robert-moses-and-his-racist-parkway-explained


“in designing tools we are designing 
ways of being” [Winograd and Flores 1986]

What we design, doesn’t just create futures, but “defutures” other 
possible futures. [Fry 1999] 
Designers exert power over their users by implicitly or explicitly 
constructing a normative ground—how someone should or could 
think, act, and express themselves during use. [Li 2023] 
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The shortcomings of user-
centered design
HCI says, “care about people!” 
Today we begin opening up the question of, “which people?”
This was initially a problem because traditional user-centered design 
does not have any explicit theory of power.
What could go wrong?
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How it started: How it’s going:
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How it started: How it’s going:
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How it started: How it’s going:

[Freed et al. 2018]
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How it started: How it’s going:



HCI’s role
HCI has historically:

Acted as canary in the 
coal mine: raised 
empirical and conceptual 
critiques before the 
technology is widespread
Offered guidance on how 
to guide the technology 
toward pro-social 
outcomes
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A critical theory of HCI

critical design™ vs. critical design



What is “Critical” about Critical 
Design? [Bardzell and Bardzell 2013]

Critical theory: Speculative and generative, not to explain what is 
known but offer new ways of thinking about it
— applying critical theory to design, including questioning one’s own 
positionally and power as designers and contribution to capitalist 
systems
Metacriticism: “Skilled appreciation of the arts” 
— Instill critical thought and imagination of alternative futures
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YO
U READ THIS



What is “Critical” about Critical 
Design? [Bardzell and Bardzell 2013]

Dunne and Raby’s critical 
design™ [Dunne and Raby 2001, 
Pierce et al. 2015]
Use design to make consumers 
more critical about how their lives 
are mediated by ideologies or 
norms inscribed in design
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Mathieu Lehanneur and David 
Edwards, Andrea, 2009. [Dunne and 
Raby 2013]



What is “Critical” about Critical 
Design? [Bardzell and Bardzell 2013]

“a design research project may be judged “critical” to the extents 
that it proposes a perspective-changing holistic account of a 
given phenomenon, and that this account is grounded in 
speculative theory, reflects a dialogical methodology, improves 
the public’s cultural competence, and is reflexively aware of 
itself as an actor—with both power and constraints—within the 
social world it is seeking to change.”
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Feminist HCI [Bardzell 2010]

A range of feminist interaction design qualities that can be applied 
to theory, methodology, user research, evaluation 

Feminist Standpoint theory:  

“all knowledge attempts are socially situated and that some are 
better than others as starting points for knowledge. Knowledge 
production is inevitably enmeshed in acts of power, and in 
patriarchal societies, women’s knowledge is suppressed.” 
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Feminist HCI [Bardzell 2010]

Pluralism: artifacts that resist single, universal points of view
Participation: knowers are not substitutable, resisting 
generalizability/replicability
Advocacy: Ethical dilemma of design
— reinforcing status quo vs. advocacy but advocacy still runs risk of 
enforcing one’s own position
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Modern frontiers grappling 
with these issues
Intersectional HCI [Schlesinger et al. 2017]

HCI tends to focus on one aspect of identity at a time when designing, 
rather than dealing with design challenges arising from overlapping 
identity attributes

Race and racism [Ogbonnaya-Ogburu 2020]
Racism is ordinary and baked into our designs — and HCI targeting 
web-scale populations typically assumes a SV default
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A critical reorientation in 
the design process

Ideation, prototyping, evaluation



Stanford Embedded Ethics



Evaluation
Expose unintended consequences of a design by analyzing it 
through a critical lens
Value-based Methods: value-sensitive design [Friedman 1996]
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Evaluation
Expose unintended consequences of a design by analyzing it 
through a critical lens
Beyond universal values: embracing values in tension [Haghighi 
and Jörke et al. 2023]
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Evaluation
Expose unintended consequences of a design by analyzing it 
through a critical lens
Beyond values harms: decolonizing design [Ansari 2019, Smith et 
al. 2021]
— What are the views of the world that are implicitly assumed, 
even in values work? 
— value community > Implicitly assumes individualism as default
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Evaluation
Expose unintended consequences of a design by analyzing it 
through a critical lens
A bottom-up evaluation: algorithm audits [Sandvig et al. 2014; 
Metaxa et al. 2021]
— systematically querying an algorithm and observing its outputs to 
draw inferences about its opaque inner workings
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Audit examples
Google ads for Black names are 25% more likely 
to suggest arrest records [Sweeney 2013]
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Algorithmic risk scores for a bail-setting algorithm were higher for 
Black defendants than (otherwise equivalent) White defendants 
[Angwin et al. 2016]
Algorithmic health risk scores will assign the same level of risk to a 
sicker Black patient than a White patient [Obermeyer et al. 2019]
Why? Often because the algorithm conflates signals. E.g., health cost as 
a proxy for health needs—but less money is spent on Black patients!

(Harvard professor 
Googling her own name)



Ideation and prototyping
But why wait until evaluation?
What do we deem important enough to allocate resources to? 
How does our approach to addressing it shapes how it is perceived?

Take one minute… menstruation and fertility tracking
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Critical design/theory as a 
generative lens:  
Tactful Feminist Sensing [Campo Woytuk et al. 
2023]
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Who continues to remain 
in the margins? 
“Islamically, I am no longer on my period": A Study of Menstrual
Tracking in Muslim Women in the US [Ibrahim et al. 2024]
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Design based in community
How can our methods empower the 
communities to engage in design?
Afrofuturist speculative design toolkit 
to support community-led design 
[Bray et al. 2022]
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Research through design
RtD: methods and processes from 
design practice as a legitimate 
method of inquiry [Zimmerman 
2010]

My nature watch [Gaver et al. 2019]
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Situating design
Situated co-speculation on IoT using bespoke booklets [Desjardins 
et al. 2019]
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Questioning the end goal
Think about self-tracking applications. When/why/how do you use 
them? What are the goals?
Self-tracking to do less? [Homewood, 2023]

Can what we design enable more flexibility and agency to the 
end user? 
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Methods for envisioning 
alternative worlds
“Derived from the practice of telling fables or stories, the term 
fabulation orients design towards narrative potentials” [Rosner 2019]

But whose narratives? What do our existing methods enable? 
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Methods for envisioning 
alternative worlds

34

Fabulating and reflecting on fabulation. [Søndergaard et al. 2023]

What methods we use, what we consider scientific?



Moving beyond the design 
process

Beyond the artifact, questioning research assumptions



Beyond the artifact
Strategies: Design for social justice such as from individual to 
systemic  [Dombrowski, Harmon, and Fox 2016] 

Activism: Turkopticon, an activist tool for workers in Amazon 
Mechanical Turk (AMT) [Irani et al. 2013]

Policy: Integrating policy and design [Jackson, Gillespie, and Payette 
2014] 
— Partnership with labor unions for development of AI tools 
through involving workers [Spektor et al. 2023, Aupperlee 2023]
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How is research 
disseminated?

Zines [Smith 2020, 
McNutt 2021]

Pictorials [Pierce 2014] alt.chi [Ames et 
al. 2015]



Summary
Artifacts have politics: the systems we create influence groups and 
societies, often with undesirable outcomes

Designers hold power: the power is in the theories, methods for ideation, 
prototyping, and evaluation, and in how we dissipate knowledge.

HCI’s role: Identify the ways in which technology shapes the 
society
Envision alternative methods and processes, technical approaches, 
policies, and designs that mitigate these issues
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